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Governance Trends 
 
Introduction 
The ODT Incident reporting mechanism serves three potential functions: 

• Legal/Legislative Requirements 
• Route for airing grievances 

– Getting it off my chest 
– Ensuring adherence to “framework” 
– Constructive complaints 

• Real Use to the Organ Donation and Transplant Community 
 
Electronic Collection allows easy display of the raw data – volume of reporting, and 
how the reports can be broken down.  
 

 
 
Out of the 346 reported incidents in a 12 month period, there were 34 SAEAR’s and 
1 SUI – ie approximately 10% of Incidents fall under the legal requirement to report 
to the HTA 
 
Across the board, the commonest Incidents revolve around: 
 
Communication Error  80 
Not Following Agreed Procedure 53 
Retrieval Damage   37 
Admin Error    24 
Other     42 
 
Within those classified as retrieval: 
 
Damage    35 
Not Following Procedure 19 
Communications  14 
Logistics   6 
Other    17 
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Identified Trends 
Most of the data collected is incidental to legal and administrative requirements. 
There is clearly a role in resolving specific complaints, and this should help us to 
improve both local and national services. 
 
We will feed back to the various section of the transplant community a summary of 
incidents of interest. The aim is to be of benefit both to those areas and to all of us. 
 
Examples of Feedback 
CTAG – there was a cluster of complaints about delayed retrieval. This was raised at 
the retrieval forum in Glasgow, and subsequent discussions lead to an agreement at 
CTAG with regard to good communication and a clear description of responsibilities.  
 
KAG – A series of instances of “Frozen Kidney” were reported, in some cases 
resulting in loss of the organ. At least one was in the setting of living donation, raising 
a possible difference between standards practised at living donor centres and the 
NORS teams. The conclusion was that this was not the case, but there was 
opportunity to re-emphasise bagging and packaging requirements 
 
In addition, there are clusters across the spectrum of organ transplantation. A recent 
example has been a spate of surgical teams changing their minds – surgeon A 
overnight accepts the organ, but surgeon B, on call the following day, declines. 
Sometimes this is in respect of changing information, or after assessment of the 
recipient, but often it is simply (!) a different opinion. This is understandable, but may 
result in loss of a potentially usable organ, or at the very least, delayed retrieval or 
prolongation of cold ischaemia time. A more detailed analysis, with examples, will be 
presented at the meeting. 
 
Conclusions 
90% of reported Incidents do not require reporting to the HTA. Resolution of genuine 
complaints is clearly of use, and may improve care.  
 
Detailed analysis is flawed by the voluntary nature of reporting, and the lack of a 
known denominator. Even data on retrieval damage, reported in a mandatory 
fashion, has limitations. 
 
However, the data collected is a potential resource for the transplant community, and 
members of AGCh are asked what other information they would find useful. 
 
 


